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The Options Debated

ON 16 OCTOBER the evidence was incontrovertible. The Soviet Union was attempting
to insert missiles covertly into Cuba. Over the next thirteen days Kennedy took the
advice of a group that met regularly—almost continually—for the duration of the
crisis. This group has come to be known as ExComm (for Executive Committee of
the National Security Council) although it was not formally designated as such
until a week into the crisis. Though membership fluctuated, the key members were
McNamara, Gilpatric, and Nitze from the Pentagon; Taylor, now chairing the
Joint Chiefs of Staff; Rusk, George Ball, Edwin Martin (assistant for Latin
American affairs), and, briefly, Charles Bohlen, about to become ambassador to
Paris, from the State Department; Bundy and Sorensen from the White House,
with Llewellyn Thompson, recently returned from the U.S. embassy in Moscow,
acting as advisor on Soviet affairs; and McCone from the CIA. In addition to those
with formal responsibility, others joined the group because of their special status
or knowledge: Douglas Dillon, secretary of the treasury; Dean Acheson; and, of
particular importance, Robert Kennedy. Stevenson also contributed. Taylor
provided a link with his military colleagues, who on one occasion had their own

meeting with the president.1

It was, as participants observed at the time and later, an odd way to manage
a crisis. Conversations were freewheeling and conducted without obvious respect
for hierarchy. Dean Acheson and Dean Rusk, with their traditional notions of the
responsible workings of a government, were appalled. Correctly or not, they
assumed that ExComm was a device for marginalizing the State Department and
keeping Robert Kennedy in charge when his brother was not able to preside
himself. Always prepared to ask hard and searching questions himself, Robert,
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intensely suspicious on his brother’s behalf, could easily turn a difference of
opinion into a question of loyalty. Rusk, already irritated by the attorney
general’s forays into foreign affairs, barely contributed in seminar mode,
preferring to keep his opinions for direct delivery to the president. Acheson made
unflattering comparisons with the Truman method, which required leadership
rather than incessant group discussions to forge a consensus.

When the transcripts of some key meetings were first released they were
commented upon for revealing an unstructured, undisciplined discussion, without
any clear sense of agenda, and with important topics dropped as quickly as they
were raised. The criticism is unjust: The transcripts reveal people searching for a
way out of a dreadful quandary, displaying raw emotion as much as steely
rationality, occasionally rambling, sometimes reflective, rarely systematic.

Looking through them now, the reader cannot doubt their seriousness.2 However
chaotic the process of policy formation, there is no question that ExComm did shift
opinions and help the president ensure that all points of view were exposed and a
consensus forged around his preferred option. It did not, however, provide the
setting for many of the key decisions.

THE ISSUE

The first meeting of the president and his advisers on 16 October began with an
intelligence briefing, followed by Dean Rusk’s opening view that it was
imperative to establish “a chain of events that will eliminate this base.” There was
no dissent. A clear political objective was set from the beginning. The central
topic of conversation during this and the subsequent days was how to achieve this
objective.

Why was it so important to eliminate this base? Up to this point the line
within the intelligence community was that the Soviet buildup in Cuba reflected a
desire to protect the communist regime from an American attempt to overthrow it.
But if the idea was to defend Cuba, why send offensive weapons? The answer to
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this question lay in the structure of the debate that had developed over the
previous few months within the administration over the observed Soviet military
buildup. The standard distinction, made throughout, was between defensive and
offensive weapons. It was natural for policy makers to think that with offensive
missiles came a more offensive purpose.

This distinction, essentially between those weapons that protect territory from
attack and those that can attack another’s territory, tends to mislead, in that a
preponderance of defending or attacking weapons in an arsenal says little about
political objectives. Aggressive countries that have seized territory need to hold it
“defensively” against counterattack while those rushing to the aid of a
beleaguered ally may need the mobility and reach associated with offensive
systems. Countries unsure of the ability to resist a ground offensive may hope to
deter attack by threatening the enemy homeland with missile strikes. This was a
theme of deterrence theory as it developed around the introduction of long-range
missiles into the arsenals of both superpowers. On this basis it was not outlandish
for the Cubans and Russians to claim, as they did, that the Cuban missiles could
have a defensive purpose.

All this was appreciated from the start by CIA analysts. On 16 October they
presented the missiles as testimony to a “determination to deter any active US
intervention” as well as shifting “the world balance of power” in “the Bloc’s”
favor, perhaps in the hope that it would encourage the West to be more
accommodating on Berlin. McCone, however, with his hunch having been proved
right, invariably stressed a more “offensive” construction, and this view appears
to have been soon transmitted to the Board of National Estimates. In the estimates
produced for 19 and 20 October, the defense of Cuba barely appears as a motive,
and catching up to the United States in strategic capacity appears as secondary.
Primary emphasis was placed on demonstrating a shift in the balance of power so
far in favor of the Soviet Union “that the US can no longer prevent the advance of

Soviet offensive power even into its own hemisphere.”3
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Even if that was the Soviet objective, need it worry the United States? For
McNamara, who tended toward absolutist views on these matters, the core
strategic fact was the existing Soviet ability to inflict terrible damage on the
United States; extra missiles did not alter the fundamentals. His view was stated
authoritatively during the afternoon of 16 October, and he never deviated from

it.4 The Joint Chiefs and McCone did not agree. They were sure of the military
difference, noting the immediate threat posed to critical American installations
and the fact that raw numbers still mattered, especially when the “military
balance” was being viewed (as it was in the Kremlin) from a position of
inferiority.

At the time the strategic balance was estimated to be about 172 American to
75 Soviet ICBMs. In practice the Soviet inventory was a third of this number, and
it is interesting to speculate on whether a more accurate assessment would have

affected the American debate.5 Those who assumed that the missiles would not by
themselves change the fundamentals of the strategic balance were less perturbed,
at least in military terms, about them becoming a fixture and more anxious about
initiating a war that might then be fought on uncomfortably equal terms.

Those who assumed that Khrushchev’s motives did lie in rectifying a strategic
imbalance presumed that he wanted to do this in order to prepare the ground for
new political offensives over Berlin or Southeast Asia. The first NIE considered it
unlikely that the Soviet motive was “primarily in order to use them in bargaining
for US concessions elsewhere.” The second, however, put as an immediate
consequence of U.S. acquiescence in missile deployment that “the Soviets would
probably estimate lower risks in pressing the US hard in other confrontations,

particularly Berlin.”6 As Berlin was still so much on the minds of Kennedy and his
senior colleagues, this struck a responsive chord. On the other hand, if Khrushchev
was already well endowed with strategic assets, then he did not need to wait for
new missiles; he was already suitably positioned to respond to any setbacks in the
Caribbean with initiatives that could wrong-foot the United States in Europe.
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From both perspectives this was therefore a global game.

The crisis came at a time when Moscow had apparently been preparing
Washington for a new Soviet offensive on Berlin after the November elections.
The intriguing possibility has been raised that this was a deliberate ploy, designed
by Khrushchev to distract American attention from what was going on with Cuba.
Anastas Mikoyan, Khrushchev’s deputy, later stated this explicitly to Castro. This
may have been to placate, by assuring him that Cuba was really the highest
priority. Gromyko’s report after meeting with Kennedy on 18 October indicates
satisfaction that “the anti-Cuban campaign” was subsiding as the Berlin question
became sharper. This might confirm that what really mattered to Khrushchev all
along was Cuba and not the global balance, yet the tone of Gromyko’s remarks
was that further deterrence was not needed to keep Kennedy off Cuba. As likely
everything, including future measures on Berlin, depended on the Cuban gamble
succeeding and had to be subordinate to this aim. When the crisis broke
Khrushchev certainly showed no inclination to add a high-risk situation in Europe

to the one developing in the Caribbean.7 Bundy later observed that the fears of
retaliation resulted from “taking too much counsel of our own long anxieties and

too little note of demonstrated Soviet patience.”8 That may be so, but the high
salience given to Berlin by Khrushchev beforehand paid off now. Berlin preyed on
Kennedy’s mind throughout the crisis, acting as a significant constraint. Even
before the crisis he had remarked to Willy Brandt, “If it were not for Berlin we

could feel free to take action in Cuba.”9 He explained to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
on 19 October that the United States was damned whatever was done. An attack
on Cuba would be an excuse for an attack on Berlin by the Russians (for which the
allies would blame “the trigger-happy Americans”) while inaction could also result
in the Soviet Union feeling it was better able to take action on Berlin. “Our
problem,” he told them, “is not merely Cuba but it is also Berlin. And when we
recognize the importance of Berlin to Europe, and recognize the importance of our

allies to us, that’s what has made this thing be a dilemma.”10
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This challenge related to another aspect of Kennedy’s difficulty, one of which
he was acutely aware. Over the previous six weeks the evidence of the nonnuclear
Soviet buildup had caused him acute political problems, with Republicans claiming
this confirmed that under the Democrats the United States had become a soft touch
for communism. Turning Cuba into an offensive military base for a non-American
power went against the spirit of the Monroe Doctrine, which for over a hundred
years had been used (mostly ineffectually) to insist that European great powers
should not meddle in the Americas.

There were plenty of columnists who made the case for restraint, but during
September the headlines had been made by the critics. Only the fracas at the
University of Mississippi, where James Meredith was attempting to register as the
first black student, competed with Cuba for media space. At the start of October,
Louis Harris, the president’s pollster, wrote to him that tensions were still high on
foreign policy. “Majorities ranging from 70–80 percent are with you on Berlin,”
Harris reported, but on Cuba “the balance is still 38–62 percent negative.” The
Washington Post reported on 18 October that 344 editors and 208 members of

Congress considered Cuba to be the primary campaign issue.11 When McCone met
with the president on 11 October to show him some pictures of Soviet medium-
range bombers, Kennedy’s main concern was that these not get in the press and
ignite a crisis prior to the election. He added, “We’ll have to do something drastic
about Cuba.”

“Last month,” Kennedy told ExComm, referring to his September statement
when he had said that missiles must not come to Cuba, “I should have said that we
don’t care.” That was with hindsight. If he had tried such a calm approach and
argued for passivity he would, like Eisenhower with the “missile gap” in 1957,
have been denounced for complacency. Instead he had sought to head off this
pressure by warning against turning Cuba into an offensive missile base. Now that
public effort had aggravated the problem. What he had demanded must not
happen was now happening. An unequivocal commitment to the American people
would be exposed as a bluff unless it could be enforced. If Khrushchev had
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declared the entry of the missiles in advance (as Castro suggested), then politically

Kennedy would have been faced with a much trickier problem.12 He would have
understood the problems of justifying tough action internationally but he would
have had even greater problems explaining acquiescence domestically. The
presumption that the Americans would act to stop an overt buildup probably
influenced Khrushchev’s decision. The effect of the deception, however, was to
intensify Kennedy’s sense of grievance. Even Bolshakov, who had been kept in the

dark, had told Robert that there was no intention to put missiles in Cuba.13

Anger at Soviet duplicity was reinforced by Foreign Minister Gromyko’s
performance when he met with the president at the White House on 18 October.
The president got no response when he read transcripts of his press conferences

warning of the consequences of offensive missiles going into Cuba.14 Perhaps
Kennedy should have brought matters to a head immediately by revealing what he
knew. He did not do so because he was still sorting out his own policy and did not

want the initiative to pass back to Moscow.15 Yet he did communicate the reasons
for his concern and the basis for the eventual deal. Gromyko, who knew all about
the missiles, sent a full report back to Moscow referring to Kennedy’s complaints
about “intensified armament supplies” to Cuba, but also to five separate occasions
when the president pledged that there would be no invasion either by refugees or
U.S. forces. If Khrushchev “addressed me on this issue,” Kennedy promised, he
would be given “corresponding assurances.” Gromyko’s brief overall assessment,
however, complacently described the “overall situation” as “completely
satisfactory,” and claimed that plans for intervention against Cuba had been
abandoned because “American ruling circles are amazed by the Soviet Union’s

courage in assisting Cuba.”16

INVASION

The discovery of offensive missiles in Cuba provided precisely the pretext that the
United States would need to launch an invasion of Cuba. The opportunity was
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passed by. Whatever the views of his military colleagues, Maxwell Taylor hoped
to avoid an invasion—an option “we should look at very closely before we get our

feet in that deep mud in Cuba.”17 He could envisage a long commitment, tying

down conventional forces in the face of a guerrilla campaign.18 ExComm spent
very little time discussing this option, though its members appreciated that it was
implied as soon as serious military action began. It might become a dire necessity,
but with the emphasis on dire. By 21 October the planning had come to focus on
men being put ashore seven days after air strikes, with as many as 25,000
arriving on the first day, building up to 90,000 over the following week. The
preparations were put in train and many units moved to Florida, eventually
involving 100,000 army and 40,000 marine combat troops, but hard analysis of
the reception occupation troops might have received was lacking. Plans involved
579 tactical aircraft and 183 ships, including 8 aircraft carriers. They assumed an

estimated 18,500 American casualties in ten days of combat.19

The intelligence on the number of Soviet troops available to fight was
inaccurate. Instead of facing only indigenous Cuban troops, American forces
would have found themselves confronting Soviet combat units. There were
estimated to be just 8,000 Soviet military personnel in Cuba until 22 October,
when this was revised upward to 10,000. Two days later the estimates jumped up
to 22,000. Soviet sources later claimed that the actual number was twice as high:

41,902 as against 45,000 planned.20

An accurate American appreciation of the size of the Soviet combat force,
given the political rumblings in the United States and Kennedy’s 4 September
warning (which referred to “any organized combat force”), could have

precipitated a serious crisis.21 The U.S. intelligence community had noted the air
defense missiles (twenty-four sites with 144 SA-2 missiles), as well as MiG-21
aircraft and over forty Il-28 aircraft, most of which were still in crates at the start
of the crisis. They were aware of the Luna missiles and that they were nuclear
capable, but they had not discovered the warheads. American casualties could
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therefore have been much higher, although it was still probable that the Soviet
troops would have been overwhelmed by American forces and that the Lunas
would have been caught by air strikes. Subsequent occupation would also have
been troublesome. This would have required a diversion of resources from the
Asian and European theaters at a time when Kennedy assumed that Berlin would
be put under siege, and it would have sparked an international outcry. Just after
the crisis, reviewing contingency plans for an invasion, Kennedy wrote to
McNamara:

Considering the size of the problem, the equipment that is involved on
the other side, the Nationalists’ fervor which may be encouraged, it seems
to me that we should end up bogged down.

I think that we should keep continually in mind the British in the Boer
War, the Russians in the last war with the Finnish and our own

experience with the North Koreans.22

As with Berlin, it took a real crisis to bring home the full meaning of strategic
moves discussed almost casually in military war games, think-tank seminars, and
any number of Washington meetings.

AIR STRIKES: FIRST THOUGHTS

The same process occurred with air strikes, the main military option to be
discussed. A variety of versions were discussed, from one euphemistically
described as “surgical,” directed at the offending missiles and nothing else, and
others with extended targets, from the air defense network to air bases. Kennedy
initially inclined toward an air strike, although even then he was struggling to
identify the most limited option available.

When the deliberations began just before noon on 16 October, the
practicalities of an air strike soon came to the fore. During the day all the major
issues relating to an air strike were aired, though the discussion was less than
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systematic. At issue was not whether an air strike should take place but when,
how, and against what. How important was it to strike before the missiles became
operational? Could the strike be limited to missile bases, or would it also be
necessary to attack the SAM sites, airfields, and possible nuclear storage sites?
Would an air strike achieve what was asked of it? Dare the United States risk the
loss of surprise by warning that an attack was imminent? Should air strikes be
followed by an invasion? What would be the Soviet response?

Of these the question of effectiveness was, surprisingly, one of the least
explored. When the president asked about the extent of the “take-out,” Taylor
cautioned him that it would “never be 100 percent...we hope to take out a vast
majority in the first strike.” Taylor anticipated that any discovery of a target
would prompt continuous air attack for a number of days. He also warned against
targeting the missile bases alone while neglecting the surface-to-air missiles lest

these intercept the incoming aircraft.23 This followed a tentative query from
Bundy as to whether the strike could be limited “in surgical terms to the thing that
is the cause of action,” suggesting that this would have a substantial political

advantage.24 Rusk and McNamara both accepted that a strike would have to be
comprehensive, covering airfields and possible nuclear storage sites. The more
targets added, the more substantial the operation and the greater the number of
civilian casualties likely.

In his first remarks McNamara insisted that any air strike must be undertaken
before the missiles became operational. When Rusk queried this on the grounds
that the Soviet Union knew that any nuclear weapons launched against the United
States, from whatever source, would mean “general nuclear war,” McNamara
cautioned that there could be no confidence in the quality of Soviet control over
the warheads. McNamara also raised the question of whether to “precede the
military action with political action,” answering in the affirmative and apparently
envisaging direct contact with Khrushchev. By contrast, Dillon suggested that the
best way to avoid a Russian reaction was a quick strike “with a statement at the
time saying this is all there is to it.” Once the issue was in the open, he
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maintained, Khrushchev would be obliged to threaten retaliation to any U.S.
action.

Summing up toward the end of the midday discussions, the president was
reconciled to the likelihood of an air strike at least against the missiles.

We’re certainly going to do number one; we’re going to take out these
missiles.... The questions will be whether, which, what I describe as
number two, which would be a general air strike. That we’re not ready to
say, but we should be in preparation for it. The third is the general

invasion. At least we’re going to do number one.25

What is important about this statement is not so much that he was prepared to
authorize an air strike but that he was looking for a minimalist version. There had
been no clear recommendation to limit the attack in this way; if anything, the
weight of argument had been against this, especially from the military.

Late that afternoon the Joint Chiefs of Staff met to consider a series of

questions posed by McNamara.26 They rejected all limited strikes as being
“unsound,” risking a loss of surprise, and inviting retaliatory attacks on the
United States and the Guantánamo base. No strike could proceed without taking
out the air defenses. They also looked to striking “tanks and all other significant
military targets.” But this assumed greater ambition: “Objectives—eliminate threat
to US and liberate Cuba.” They were also convinced that the threat from the
missiles was such that they should be attacked even after they became
operational. To the question posed by McNamara, “What Soviet reaction may be

anticipated?” the answer was “Soviet reaction unknown.”27

Just as the Joint Chiefs’ meeting was ending, ExComm began another session.
It took a long time to move beyond the problems that had preoccupied the group
earlier. The State Department had done some work on the possibility of direct
messages to Castro, with the idea that the Cuban leader might be convinced that

he was becoming the victim of Moscow’s policies.28 The president soon moved the
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discussion back to the military options and a limited air strike. McNamara warned
that even a limited air strike would involve “several hundred sorties” (there was
not the intelligence at that time to be more precise). The judgment of the Joint
Chiefs, reported Taylor, was that such a strike would be a mistake. They argued
for two or three days to get full intelligence and then, if the “target system . . .

really threatens the United States, then take it right out with one hard crack.”29

Kennedy resisted this conclusion, reluctant to “abandon just knocking out
these missile bases.” This was a much more “defensible, explicable, politically or
satisfactory-in-every way action than the general strike which takes us... into the
city of Havana.” Once again McGeorge Bundy provided the only support for going
solely for the missiles: “The punishment fits the crime in political terms...we are
doing only what we warned repeatedly and publicly we would have to do. We are

not generalizing the attack.”30 The advantages of a “surgical” strike were that it
was in some way proportionate, and that it avoided expanding the crisis into one
deciding the whole future of Cuba.

Kennedy also inclined toward a prior public statement. Taylor was worried
that any warning would mean that the missiles could be pulled “in under trees and
forest and disappear almost at once.” McNamara added that the missiles could be
readied “between the time we, in effect, say we’re going to come in and the time

we do come in,” and argued against an announcement if a strike was chosen.31

This was where the diplomats began to feel uneasy. Almost as the meeting ended
George Ball brought in the comparison with Pearl Harbor and expressed his fear
as to where things were leading: “You go in there with a surprise attack. You put

out all the missiles. This isn’t the end. This is the beginning, I think.”32 Robert
Kennedy had already been struck by the same analogy, passing his famous note to

Sorensen: “I know how Tojo felt when he was planning Pearl Harbor.”33

AIR STRIKES: SECOND THOUGHTS

By the next day four distinct levels of air strikes had been identified: (1) against
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known MRBM installations; (2) plus airfields; (3) plus SAM sites and coastal
missile sites; (4) plus other significant sites. The most limited air strike
conceivable involved a “50 sortie, 1 swoop air strike limited to the missile
complex, followed by open surveillance and announcement that future missile
sites would be similarly struck.” The stronger action would aim to “eliminate all
Cuban air power or other retaliatory capacity” and would involve up to two
hundred sorties per day. These options combined in a number of permutations, in
part depending on whether they would come with or without warning. A trade
began to emerge between military and political moderation. A small strike might
be manageable without warning, but warning mandated a big strike. The risk of
not attacking the SAM sites was reduced so long as there was no opportunity for

them to be readied for action.34 Kennedy had not attended the meeting, but
McCone’s view, after briefing him, was that the president was “inclined to act
promptly if at all, without warning, targeting on MRBM’s and possibly

airfields.”35

At the time this was Rusk’s position. His colleagues in the State Department
had more qualms about surprise attacks and no diplomatic initiatives. They had
heard talk of swift and decisive action limiting political damage before and were
unconvinced. It was an “illusion” that would probably lead to full war, judged
Charles Bohlen, about to leave for Paris. He wrote in haste to Rusk to urge that
diplomatic channels be fully “tested out” prior to military action, if only to

establish a case for the action.36 George Ball was becoming concerned about the
irreversibility of any air strike, as well as the large number of Russian casualties
that would result from a full strike, and the consequent risk of a violent Soviet

reaction.37 In a note on 17 October he stressed the importance of a moral line,
given the stance adopted by the United States on Pearl Harbor, Hungary, and
Suez. “It is my strongly held view,” he now observed, “that we cannot launch a
surprise attack against Cuba without destroying our moral position and alienating
our friends and allies.”
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Robert Kennedy, crucially, was now of this opinion. During the previous day’s
discussion he had been in a transitional mode. One part of him was still in
Mongoose, searching for ways to get at Castro and even at one point musing
about the possibility of fabricating an incident to provide a pretext for
intervention. His few interventions had a hard-nosed ring to them, though he
never obviously argued for one course of action. By the day’s end, sensing his
brother’s line, he grasped the set of political concerns that he held on to for the
rest of the crisis. By the second day he saw how the European allies, having been
“under the gun” for years, would now take the position that this reaction to a few

missiles in America’s backyard was “hysterical.”38 The president was aware of the
same risk: The allies thought the United States “fixated... slightly demented on this

subject.”39 When Ball spoke of “carrying the mark of Cain on your brow for the
rest of your life,” Robert again backed him up. The Americans had resisted a
Russian first strike. “Now, in the interest of time, we do that to a small country. I

think it’s a hell of a burden to carry.”40

Even civilian hawks such as Dillon and McCone were clearly uncomfortable
with the idea of launching a surprise attack. On 18 October Robert Lovett, another
prominent and generally hard-line figure in the foreign policy establishment, told
the president that an air strike that resulted in great bloodshed would be deemed
excessive when the insertion of missiles into Cuba was not a self-evidently

aggressive act, “a sledge-hammer...to kill a fly.”41

Also working against an air strike was evidence of the difficulty of keeping it
limited. More intelligence came in on the Soviet offensive capability that would
have to be destroyed. The discussion had started, on the Tuesday, with three
possible missile sites. By Thursday, 18 October, the previous day’s U-2 imagery
indicated a possible five sites, two of which might take the longer-range SS-5.
Some sixteen of the shorter-range SS-4 were deemed operational and could be
launched eighteen hours after a decision was made to do so. The SS-5s, by
contrast, would take longer, possibly until December. There was no hard evidence
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that nuclear warheads had arrived.42

The Joint Chiefs continued to oppose restricted strikes. In part this was
because they were more politically ambitious. On 17 October they wrote to
McNamara still proposing a comprehensive strike combined with a naval
blockade, although the actual elimination of the Castro regime was now only an
option (requiring an invasion) rather than a prime objective. Having failed to
consider possible Soviet reactions the previous day, they now addressed this

problem at some length and concluded that they would be manageable.43 Robert
records his brother’s skepticism: “They, no more than we, can let these things go
by without doing something. They can’t, after all their statements, permit us to
take out their missiles, kill a lot of Russians, and then do nothing. If they don’t

take action in Cuba, they certainly will in Berlin.”44

For the U.S. Air Force, dominated by a strategic bombing philosophy, a limited
strike appeared as an unnatural act. No merit was seen in doing less than
possible, and certainly not less than necessary. If there was a risk of failure, then
the response was to add to, not subtract from, the scale and intensity of the
strikes. In a transparent reference to Chief of Air Staff Curtis LeMay, Robert
Kennedy later recalled “the many times that I had heard the military take
positions which, if wrong, had the advantage that no one would be around at the
end to know.” LeMay’s own immediate comment on possibly the same exchange
was somewhat more coarse. He had just returned from Europe and was infuriated
that he had not been consulted about the developing crisis. His conversation with
Robert Kennedy was cut short after the latter had been informed that B-52s could
only use nuclear weapons. LeMay, angry at being denied the opportunity to brief
the White House, observed, “What a Dumb Shit!”

The Joint Chiefs never deviated in their advocacy of a comprehensive military
strike. Moreover, their assessments of the number of aircraft required tended to
grow, as they not only found new targets but also identified new tasks. Taylor at
one point warned his colleagues, “You are defeating yourselves with your own
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cleverness, Gentlemen.”45 This was exasperating enough to the doves, anxious
about the military’s insensitivity to the dynamics of the crisis. If anything, it was
even more so to civilian supporters of an air strike, who found themselves being

asked to subscribe to something far more substantial than necessary.46 This was
particularly galling for Dean Acheson, one of the most forceful proponents of a
surprise limited air strike aimed at taking out missiles. He observed later that
when developing plans the military became so anxious to remove all possibilities
of doubt that “the proposals are apt to be at least as dangerous as the original

danger.”47

On 18 October Sorensen reported that the tide was running against a limited
strike, and the next day that this was “no longer recommended even by those who
first proposed it because of the dangers presented by a surviving and substantial
air capability. This build-up should be hit as a whole complex or not at all.” Yet
Kennedy remained unconvinced. He never accepted the arguments for a
comprehensive air strike. When the full NSC met on 20 October he “directed that

air strike plans include only missiles and missile sites.”48
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